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Instructions
1. Do not open this examination booklet until you are told to do so.
2. Be certain that you understand all of the instructions. If you are unsure about something, ask your
supervisor.
3. This examination is closed-book. No notes of any kind (printed or electronic) are allowed.
4. You may use a calculator (may be a graphing calculator) and a ruler.
5. Write your answers in this exam booklet and hand it back to your teacher at the end.
6. This exam booklet consists of 6 questions on 8 pages; including this page of instructions and a data sheet.
Check to make sure you have all the pages.
7. Print your name and other information clearly. Only those who do so can be counted as official contestants.
8. Do rough work on the back of the paper.
9. When your teacher instructs you to begin, you will have 60 minutes to finish the examination.

Scoring
Full marks will be given to a student who demonstrates clear understanding of the science required by the
question.
Partial marks will be given for partial understanding. There are no penalties for incorrect answers. The
questions are not of equal difficulty. Remember we are challenging the best science students in Canada; it is
possible that even the best papers may not achieve an overall score of 80%. This is meant to be tough!

Teachers
Please mail* the following 2 items to Prof. Chris Waltham, Department of Physics & Astronomy,
6224 Agricultural Road, UBC, Vancouver, BC, V6T1Z1 before the end of Friday, March 13th, 2009:
1. students’ exam booklets
2. a cheque payable to University of British Columbia, for $5.00 per script returned.
* Canada Post regular mail; express/couriers not necessary.

Contest Named in Honour of Dr. Michael Smith (1932-2000)
UBC's 1993 Nobel Prize Winner

Examination Committee
Celeste Leander, UBC Department of Botany
Derek Inman, Andrzej Kotlicki and Chris Waltham, UBC Department of Physics and Astronomy

Translator
Louis Deslauriers, UBC Department of Physics & Astronomy
"It is a small problem merely, but a problem that will agitate the little grey cells most adequately."
- Hercule Poirot
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Questions

1. (5 marks each)
a) How many cubic millimetres are there in a cubic metre? Show how you arrived at your
answer.

b) What is the surface area, in m2, of a one-mm cube?

c) Suppose you have 512 of these one-mm cubes and are free to combine them into any
shape you see fit. What is the minimum surface area your shape could have? What is the
maximum surface area your shape could have? Leave your answers in mm2.
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2. (5 marks each)
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(a) In the above closed food web, which species has the most biomass? Why?

b) In one sentence, describe the interaction between species E and species D.

c) Species B makes a toxin that prevents species D from preying on it. (Species E is
unaffected by the toxin). Species B is brightly coloured. Assuming colouration is an
indicator of toxicity, which species would benefit most by mimicking the colouration of
species B? Why?

d) Many years ago, PCBs (a class of chemicals susceptible to bioaccumulation) were
introduced into the ecosystem where this community lives. For dinner, you have a choice of
eating the same mass of species A, species C, or species F. These three species have
equal concentrations of fat per kg body-mass. Which species would have the highest
concentration of PCB?
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3. (20 marks)

Data from Robert Myhill, Department of Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge

The above figure shows traces from two seismographs positioned 500 km apart. The time
is measured from that of the earthquake (calculated using data from many such stations).
Using these traces, tell us what you can deduce, especially about the speed of the seismic
waves. Feel free to draw on the figure.
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4. (10 marks each)
(a) The supply of natural gas to a gas-heated home is suddenly cut off. The temperature
outside is –5oC. Sketch on the plot below how the inside temperature of the house
changes with time. What are reasonable units for the timescale?
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b) Natural gas is composed mostly of methane (CH4) and is burnt in order to generate heat.
Write a chemical equation describing this combustion. Is this reaction exothermic or
endothermic?

c) The heat of combustion of methane is 55.2 GJ/tonne. Suppose the furnace of a house
burns methane at a rate of 10 kW during the winter. How much CO2 does the furnace
produce per day?
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5. (15 marks)
The following table shows the average surface temperatures (T, given in Celsius) of a small
rocky planet orbiting around an average-sized star. The measurements were made over
the last 20 years. Using these data (and no other consideration), estimate what the mean
surface temperature of this planet will be in the year 2025. (Hint: some graph paper is
printed below).
Year
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

15
14.9
14.8
14.7
14.6
14.5
14.4
14.3
14.2
14.1
14

T(oC)
14.13
14.32
14.29
14.06
14.08
14.18
14.32
14.24
14.34
14.51
14.27
14.27
14.42
14.50
14.49
14.43
14.56
14.48
14.51
14.38
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6. (5 marks each)
We can express the basic mechanism for life in the form of word equations, like:
wordA + wordB +… → word1 +word2 + …
Using some of the following words (and no others):
-

argon
carbon dioxide
oxygen
glucose
hydrocarbon
water
ice
ultra-violet
sunlight
kinetic energy
heat

write a word equation for
a) plant life

b) animal life

Now construct a word equation for a non-living thing, a gasoline-powered (non-hybrid) car.
c) accelerating

d) braking

